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TECIEINIQUES FOR SECTIONING MAThATICS STUDTTS IN 

THE SAULT STE. MARIE RESIDCE CT 

ChAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The past decade has witnessed a phenomenal growth 

in the testing movement. This growth was bound to 

come in time, but the impetus of v/arid conditions 

brought about its er1y emergence. The magnitude of 

the program carried on, either directly or indirectly, 

by the U. S. Government during the war years ws with- 

out pbrallel. 

There are at present many tests on the market, 

the validity and reliability of which are still open 

to question. Of the different types of tests, the 

predictive type is one of the more important, and of 

these the vbriety thbt measures a specific aptitude 

is the most practical. To obtain optimum benefits 

from using a test in this category, the following 

principles must be observed: 

(1) A test appropriate for the proLlem at hand must 

be selected from the nainy available. 

(2) The test must be properly administered and scored. 

(3) The results must be correctly interpreted. 

(4) Advisement to the testee must be on a personal basis. 
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Tolley (16, p. 86) wrote in 1948: 

On few other fronts hs Arnericon Eduoa- 
tion made more progress In recent years than 
in the field of testing. Rei11y phenomen1 
strides hsve been made in the development 
of accurate nd valid instruments and tech- 
niques of mmeurement. In the course of 
this development so mach light hes been 
thrown upon individu1 differences and the 
learning process that sooner or later the 
testing movement will lead the way to 
sweeping educational reforms. Already educe- 
tion at every level has been effected in 
veryin derees. In scattered schools and 
eo11ees the ehen«e has been fundamental. 
For most institutions, however, it will be 
many years before the full impact is felt 
of the coming revolution of teachiiìg, 
.Learning, and eveluetion, 

He aleo stuted (16, p. 88): 

Despite allowance for the tizne 1a, 
it is a little discouraging to find in so 
lflbfly schools that the major role of examina- 
tions is still the maintenance of stndzrds. 
There was a time in hinerican education when 
it was quite essential that primary attention 
be given to the setting, enforcement, and 
raising o scholastic standards. The need 
in our day, hoiever, is for intel1ient 
guidance of students. The purpose of testa 
is not to pronounce a judgment or to deter- 
mine a grade, but to Improve learning. 
Evaluation should be done with students rather 
than to them. 

a . . t e . . a a . . e e . a . a 

(16, p. 94) 

One of our emerging needs is an agency to 
test tests. If the new Educational Testing 
Tervice can function as a national test 
standards bureau, it will render a most 
important service. About 1940 the Americen 
Council on Education held sevcral regional 



meetings to consider this matter among others. 

Statement of the Problem 

The problem of this study was the determination o 

the relationship that existed between the scores on 

two tests and the Algebra grades received by the 

students. The tests, which were administered at 

entrance or shortly thereafter at the Sault Ste. Marie 

Residence Center of the Michigan Collee of Mining and 

Technology, were: 

(1) The Pre-Erineering Inventory by the Ieasurement 

and Guidance Project in Engineering Education of the 

Educational Testing Service (present organization), 

and 

(2) The American Council on Education Psychological 

Examination prepared under the supervision of the 

Committee on Measurements and Guidance of the Council. 

An additional project was the comparison of the 

achievement on Test IV - General Mathematical Ability - 

of the Pre-Enineering Inventory for a re-test given 

at the oom;let1on of two terms of work with the or1inal 

achievement on the test. 
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Purpose or the Study 

The purpose o1 this study was the determination 

of the value of the Pre-Engineering Inventory and the 

American Council on Education Psychological Examination 

In predicting probble success in either College 

Algebra or Remedial Alebra at the Sault Ste. arie 
Residence Center of the Michigan College of Mining 

and Technology. This information was, provïded it 

proved sixìificant, to be used by the ethematics 

Department of the Residence Center as a basis upon 

which to section our enteriri students into the 

College Algebra or Reiedial Algebra groupa. A non- 

credit Algebra course, Remedial Alebra or tLath. A," 

Is oftered for those students not having the entrance 

requirement of a unit and a half of high school Algebra. 

Students meeting this requirement take College Algebra, 

"Math0 1." It was felt by Prof. Otis, Mathematics 

Department Chairman, that a reliable placement 

examination given at entrance would be a much better 
criterion for sectioning. This view as shared by 

Prof. Youns of the Department of PsycIology, who 

is the present administrator of the above-mentioned 

tests iven to most entering engineering students. 

These two tests were not chosen by the writer 
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of this paper but ere the teEts which had been 

administered by the Veteran's dministration 
Representutive nd the Psychoxaetrit t the Residence 
Center since its founding in October 1946. The 

writer ee1s, however, thut these two used together 
form s good conibin&tion as cuiy avi1ab1e. In reply 
to o requested opinion from the U. S. Office of Educe- 

tion on the Pre-Enineerin Inventory arid the American 

Council on Education Psycholoic1 Examination, the 
writer received a letter, dated May 3, 1949, from 

Henry H. Armsby, Specialist in Engineering Education, 
Federal Security ency, Office of EducLtion, which 

stated in part: 
This is in reply to your letter of April 

27, addrc::d to Dircotor Russell. 
rrhe two tests you mention are, I believe, the ones more geflerally used in engineering col1ees, and of the two I believe the 

majority of institutions would prefer the 
pre-enincerii inventory tt. 
The purpose in re-ivin the Pre-Eninoer1ng In- 

ventory, Test IV, General Mathematical Ability, at the 
end of two terms of work was to measure the chance in the 
mathematical background of the students. As stated above, 

only the Luthexautics section of the test was re-given 
since the Mathematics Department felt that this would 

be adequate for their purpose, and also to reduce to a 



minimum the testinß time which wis àeducteä from reu1ar 

c1asrooni instruction. 

Location of the Study 

This study was carried on t the Sault Ste. Larie 

Residence Center ot the Michigan College of Mining and 

Technology. This "Residence Center" was started in 
October 146 in hat until that time was tn Army post, 

Fort Brady, by the Lichigan College oÍ Vining and. 

Technology at Houghton as an annex to help care for the 

unprecedented large enrollment. The first to years 

work only are oflered at the Center; the students, at 

the end of this jeriod, transfer to the main branch 

at Houhton. During this period, 1946-49, our grading, 

espeoil1y as regards the Mathematics Department, came 

in for considerable scrutiny from the purent school at 

liouiiton. Thia condition prompted the Mathematics 

Department at the Resiueziue Center to begin this study 

during the past academic year. 
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Subjects Employed in the Study 

The subeets employed in this study v;ere 511 nale1 

students, who took either College Algebra or Remedial 

Algebra at the Sault Ste. rie Residence Center, since 

its inception in October 1946, and for whom both the 

Pre-Enineer1ng Inventory and the American Council on 

Education Psychoiogicdl Examination scores were availa- 

ble. There was a $mail number of studerts who had 

ta.cen only one of the two tests. It would therefore 

have been possible to increase s11ht1y the number o 

oases in either group, but it was felt that the gain 

of a few more cases would not outweigh the advantage of 
having the two groups identical, not only for a cornpar1- 

son of test scores but also for a poBsible combination 

of the two in a multiple correlation ith Algebra scores. 
The 118 stwìents in the re-test project were from 

the 148-49 portion of the entire 511. 

i Not by selection of cases by writer, but by natural 
process of male selection of an engineering curriculum. 



Limitbtions of the Study 

ii major 1irnittion of this study is the lack of 

high re1ib11ity in regerd to instructor's nwrks. 

Contributing muses were: 

(1) This being new school, instructors es well es 

students were undergoing a period o± psycbo1oiea1 
8djustment during the first year v'hen fucilities were 

not at a desirable tndrd. Many rooms were without 

b1ickboard until well into the term; there was 

hernrierin ricì tiere were other disturbnces in the 
halls. 
(2) Ooncernìn the unreliability of lnstructor'2 ¡rirks 

in enerol, E. G. Spade, Student Counselor of the 

iohian College of Mining and Technology, Houghton, 

stated, in a letter dated May l, 1949 to Prof. Franklin 
Otis, Chairman of the Mathematics Departrient, Sault 
Ste. Marie Residence Center, tbe following: 

hile I do not know what type of study 
you are niakin, I on't help but echo Darley's 
statementa concerning grade-test comparisons. 
He believes that modern test construction 
methods and the resulting high reliability 
coefficients have been thoroughly validated 
by the experience through the war years, 
that test validity and reliability have 
reached a degree of effectiveness where 
rades with tJr eincnstrated unreliability 

become useless as criteria of test performance. 
He would hold that the usual study should be 
inverted, Us1n the strdrd tests es criteria 
a;ainst trades. 
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(3) Slnco at tne sault Ste. Marie isidcncc Center, 
in$tructors cive the Rcg18trr nun.er1ci1 raurks rather 
th(.1C letter £rades, the £reçuency diitribution has 

a "saw tcoth" appearance. i1e vr1ter fte1s that this 
tedenoy would be evident froi ari 1ispection of the 
grades issued at arty inatitution where this practice 
prev3Ils. In regcrd t3 tiiz, tue author stated in a 

letter dated Ärt1 2, 1949 to Dean FranRiln R. Zeran, 
Oregon State Coi1ee, thit the.1'e are large nuiber9 of 
93's, 86's, 78's, 70's, and 65's, and vary few scores 

of 92, 85, 77, and scores between 70 and 65. Our Crades 
run as fo11ovs: 

100-93 
B 92-86 
C 85-78 
D 77-70 

69-0 

The relntivs iigfl freTuancl.es of 93's, 86's, 78's, nd 

70's, are felt due to the tendency of the instructors 
to r-use the nïrer1ca1 value oi' tud.ente' .. es in 
order to put then in the next letter grade division. 
The high frequency of 65's is ,robb1r due to t-'e fact 
thet those grades in the rsnge 66-69 that the Instructor 
did not see fit to make into a 70, he iove beck to a 

65. Also there !robbly :s a tendency to increase 
scores below 65 up to that. v&lue. 
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jn additional 1im1ttion of the study i the fact 

that the two tests are not bein used for the purpose 

for which they bere intended. The Jerican Council 

on Education Psycholoical Exwnination claims to 

nieasure aptitude for general scholastic success not 

In Colle(e Àl;eòm. The Pre-Engineerin In- 

ventory purports to rnosure the informtiona1 aspects 

pre$en.t basic to pursuin the study of erineerIng, 

not the study of College lgebra. Although there la 

good reeson for believing that the background neoessary 

for studying Algebra ud Eiigineerin have much in 

common, they are not identical. 
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CRAPTrR II 

HISTORICAL BACKGRcUND 

There have been many studies o± the predictive 

values of various tests, yieidin a diversity of 

results. It has become oomion practice at most 

institutions of bigher learning to subject the incoming 

student to a battery of scholastic aptitude tests during 

his orientation week. 

Bloom and Allison (1, p. 210) wrote recently: 

Since the rcoranization of the Oo11ee 
of the University of Chicao in 1931, place- 
ment tests of scie kind have been given new 
students during the orientution week to 
assist their advisors in planning appropriete 
programs of study for them. 

. . . . s s s . . . . s e e s s 

Placement tests which could be used to 
dttermine the appropriate level at which 
esch student should start his work became 
necessary. 

. s s s s s S S S s s s S s S s s S s a e 

(1, p. 212) 

Students enter the College of the 
University of Chicago after having 
attended ny of several hundred schools and 
after having completed from ten to fifteen 
years of schooling. Some are as young as 
thirteen, while others re thirty. 
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Tyler (17, p. 336) in wr1t1n n th subject of 

predictive tests says: 

For many years, the criteria used to 
select students for co11ee work hve been: 
(1) completion of a ìijh school prorna of 
study, (2) the taking of certsin specified 
courses in high school usually referred to 
es collee - preparatory courses, 
(3) certification that the student has done 
tisfactory work in these courses. 

For uiore tlmn 30 years, evidence has 
been accumulating tnat these criteria are 
not wholly satisractory bases for selecting 
¿ood coiiee tuuents. For example, 
Professor Han Douglass found no correlation 
between tne ubjeets the students had taken 
in high school arid tueir succes in co1ie,e. 
A aiinilar result s aio obtiined in the 
Eight-Year Study of the Progressive Education Asociaton. iurtlirmore, a great many 
investiations have Vound that the 
correlations between rudes made in high 
school and rdes made in co1lee, aitho 
positive, are usually less than .40. 

In spite of these findins, few 
colleges had changed their basE.s for 
admission until after the experience of 
Vor1d Yar II, which indicated that, In 
selecting personnel for VT)U5 types of training and educat1onal proraras, a more efficient e1eotion could be made by usina a battei y ol' tests then by depending upon the 
previous eduoationnl record of the student. 

The Eight-Year Study had shown that for 
the stucents In that investigation five criteria could be used to predict co1le:e 
success more efficiently. These were: 
(1) score on a echolastic-aptitude test 
such as the American Council of Educbtlon 
Fsycholoical Test, (2) score on a reodIn test based on fairly com1ex reading materials 
of the sort used in collje, (3) score n a test of srIting skills, (4) score on a test 
of sImile L1athexutiea1 oprr.tions, iar-,e1y 
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arithmetic, and (5) evidence that the student 
had carried one subject for at least two 
years and had made better than average grades 
in thit subject. 

This last criterion provides some in- 
dication 01' good work habits and motivation, 
but in place of using the average high school 
grade it solects the subject in which the 
student has been sufficiently motivated und 
well enough grounded to have carried it for 
to years. Using these criteria, correlations 
with college sucoess ranging from .70 to .80 
were obtained. 

Johnson (4, pp. 19-20), however, takes a different 

view in regard to scholastic aptitude tests: 

In a study by the author the average 
scholastic-aptitude-test score of a large 
number of students disqualified for reason 
of poor scholarship was only one point 
lower than the average test score of those 
reniuinirìg in collee; that is, there was 
practically no difarence in the average 
aptitude-test scores of those who fulled 
and those who succeeded. 

The Study-Habits Inventory represents an attempt to 

measure study habits and aptitudes mentioned by Tyler 

above. renn (20, pp. 1, 2) stdtes: 

The Inventory is a weighted check 
list of spteiflc study habits and attitudes 
which high scholarship and low scholarsh 
groups of stuaents possess in differing 
proportions. 

. 0 S S e s e . . S . . 

Many factors contribute to good academic 
achievement, such as erìeral scholastic 
aptitude, subject-matter background, motiva- 
tion or drive, and study habits and attitudes. 
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It is these habits of work that determine the 
effectiveness of the other fctors in the 
study sitution. 

Prediction of Success in Mathematics Courses 

Once the student is on the compus, the prctica1 

need in counseling is not to predict enem1 schoLetio 

success but to measure his probbiiity of success within 
a definite acbdemic re or subject. Ìccording to 

Conant (2, p. 3), It is generally admitted, too, tbt 

for a 1bre majority of students entering co11ee 

relatively simple tests can provide evidence as to 
aptitude for study of mathematics or for foreign 

1anguaes 

Speaking of the demonstrated merit of placement 

examinations in individual subject fields, Tyler 

(17, pp. 336-337) observes: 

The ooniion college practice is to 
enrol a student in the first course in a 
given field unless he ha taien work in 
this field in high school. On the other 
hand, if his high school record shos thbt 
he has hd courses in this subject, he is 
expected to take a more advanced course 
in college. 

. . u . s s . e . . s s 

Placement tests are most commonly used 
in English, the foreign languages, mathematics, 
and science, and In a few institutions they 
are given in all fields. On the basis of 
these tests, the student is advised as to 
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whether he should resister for an elementary 
or a niore advanced crurs, or if he has not 
yet the equivalent of a complete elementary 
course, suggestions are made about how he 
may prepare for the exanilnation in the 
elernentry course vithout spending full 
time in class attendnce. 

The use of placement tests has proved 
to have tc important Values. 

On the one hand, student failures 
have been reduced. t the University of 
Cìiicago, for example, failures in college 
have been reduced more than helf by these 
placement tests since students are placed 
in courses where they are prepared to 
proceed effectively. 

In the second place, the use of place- 
iaent tests has saved time for students and 
faculty by reducing the amount of duplication. 
There placement tests are used in a compre- 

hensive way, more then 80% of the students 
are able to demonstrate some competence 
worthy of recognition in more advanced vork 
vhich was not on their previous educational 
record. The saving of tinie and the elimina- 
tion of boredom for such a large fraction of 
the student-body Is a very important 
contribution. 
Thurston in l2? (1, pp. l72-73) reported receiving 

the following information from Fryer concerning the 
correlation between the Ameiican Council on Education 

Psychological Examination and grades in College 

Mathematics. 

Arithmetic Test Scores --------- .204 
Number Completion Test --------- .077 
Absurdities Scores ----------- .236 
1.nalogies II Scores ---------- .347 
Arithmetic Test (Engineering tud. Only) .129 
Analogies II scores (Engineering Stud. .157 

Only) 
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Odell (10, p. 16) reported a corre1ition coetficlent 

between the Thorndike Teat Score and first semester 

matheraaties grades as .52. He also gave a correlation 

between high school algebra grades and college algebra 

grades of .41. 

or1cing on the basis of individuai classes rather 

than students, Krathwohl (6, pp. 234-24g) correlated 

average grades in various matheraatios courses with 

average tat scores on the Iowa Mathematics Aptitude 

Teat. He reported the following correlations with 

inatheratics aptitude scores: 

College Algebra Grades ------ 0.61 
Review J'1gebra Grades ------ 0.10 
Analytical Geometry Grades - - 
Calculus I Grades -------- 0.59 
Calculus II Grades ------- 0.45 

He maintains that students have difficulty in mathematics 

not because of lack of training but because of lack of 

ability, and that lack of mathematical ability is 

certainly a reason, if not the main one, why students 

drop out of engineering schools. 

Coop-rider (, pp. 21-24) lists a group of nine 

correlation atudies, by othars, between college mathe- 

rnatics grades and various aptitude tests, having a 

median correlation of 0.48. The results of his own 

study carried out at Oregon State College were given in 
the following table form (3, p. 53). 
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Correlations with Mathematics Grade-Point Averages 

Test r P.E. N 

Stanford Scientific Aptitude Test .33 .05 160 
Engineering and Physical Science .35 .03 293 

Aptitude Test 
A. C. E. Psychological Examina- .41 .03 325 

tion Total Score 
A. C. E. Psychological Examina- 47 .03 325 

tion e-Score 
A. C. E. Psychological Examina- .31 .03 325 

tian L-Score 
Ohio State University Psychologi- .26 .04 321 

cal Test 

The American Council on Education 
Psychological Examination 

The American Council on Education was established 

in 1916 and is composed of representatives of national 

educational associations und of approved universities, 

colleges, and tecimological schools. A group of 

prominent educators representing iiutional educational 

associations met in Washington D. C. in Tanuary 1918 

to discuss the possible contribution of schools and 

colleges to national defense. From this rew the 

American Council on Education. Under the direction 

of the Committee on Measurement and Guidance, the 

Council supervises the Psycholo;1cal Examination for 

College Freshmen, the first issue of which was in 
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1924. This examination represents one of the most 

comprehensive experiments in testing in the world. 

The test has been largely the work of Thurston. 

The examination has been widely used and already by 1936 

had been given to more than two million students. 

In 1927 Thurston (13, p. 165) gave the following 

correlation coefficients betwen Test Scores and Fresh- 

men Scholarship based on twenty six colleges using the 

1925 form. 

Completion Teat ----- .372 
Arithnietic ------- .341 
Artificial Language - .338 
Analogies I ------ .284 
Analogies II ----- .291 
Number Coletion - - - .274 
Absurdities ------ .295 
Opposites ------- .385 

Thurston and Thurston (15, p. 170) stated that 

Dean W. S. Allen of Baylor University in a report to 

the Presiäent gave a correlation of' .31±.O51 between 

marks made by students in mathematics during the rail 

quarter 1929 and scores on the American Council on 

Education Psychological Examination 1929. They 

(15, p. 172) also report that Odom had indicated that 

a correlation of 0.35 for 155 cases was found between 

the American Council on Education scores and grades in 

mathematics. 
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Seder (12, p. 99) working In the Secondary field 

gave the following results: 

Correlation between Cooperative !.chievenient Test in 
Algebra end A.C.E. Psychological Examination Q Score 

Grade 10 Grade 11 Grade 12 

Algebra ist. year .468 .18? 
Alebra 2nd. year .508 .446 

In a Master's Thesis, sones (5, p. 13-16) tells of 

five investigations by others in which the correlations 

between A. Q. E. Test Scores and Generul Scholastic 

success were 0.45, 0.50, 0.45, 0.41, and 0.54. 

Votew (19, p. 216) found a correlation of 0.53 be- 

tween Grade Points and the A. C. E. Score. 

Thurston and Thurston (14, p. 2-3) wrote in the 

Manual of Instructions for the American Council on Educa- 

tion Psychological Examination for College Freshmen 1946 

Edition as ftllows: 

The purpose of the Psychological 
Examination of the American Council on 
Education is to apprise what has been 
called scholastic aptitude or general 
Intelligence, with special reference to the 
requirements of most col1ee curricula. A 
large number of different tests hove been 
used for this purpose. It hs been found 
that, in general, iinuistic tests give 
higher correlations ith scholarship in the 
liberal arts co1lees than do quantitative 
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tests. This higher correlation Is probably, 
in part, due to the fact that most of the 
fresh.nicn courses In the 1iber1 arts 
colleges depend niore upon linguistic 
abilities then upon the abilities involved 
In quantitative thinking. For the scientific 
and technical curricula the quantitative 
tests 'nay be more significnt. Thesa. 
considerations indicate the desirability of 
isolating the several mental abilities and 
of apprai.sin them separately. complete 
program of this kind would be the ideal 
basis for educational and vocational cDunselin, 
and it is the objective toward which psyeholo:gi- cl resarch should be directed. A prorain 
of tests for seven primary rnental abilities 
ws nade available by the Anierican Council on 
Education for the first time in l98 In the 
form of an eperiient.d. edition. Thia program 
required about four hours of student time, 
and it waa necessarily more expensive than the 
one-hour test in current use. In the 1936 
edition of the enrl Psychological Lxamina- 
tion introduced a practical compromise 
whereby two subsoores were obtained from the 
one-hour examination, namely, a subscore for 
three linistio tests, and another subacore 
for three quantitative tests. These two 
subsoores do not represent primary mental 
abilities significant for college curricula 
that are duminantly linguistic or technical. 

. . . . . a a s a s . i a i a i s a i a a a 

The examination consists of the six 
tests that hve been used for several years. 
The order of the tests ha3 been arranzed to 
alternate linguistic and quantitative tests 
because of the fatigue element. Ail of the 
tests have been included in several test 
experiments with factorial analyses to 
determine the primary mental abilities. 
These studies heVe utstified the grouping 
of the six tests in two general classes, s 
foliovs: 
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(uant1ttive Tests: (the Q-scoxe) 
Arithmetie1 Reasoning 
Twnher Series 
Figure Anologies 

Linguistic Tests: (the L-score) 
Saxne-Opposite 
Completion 
Verb1 Anulogies 

It is not reeoríraended thst the six separate 
test scores be used for any counseling, but 
there seens to be justification for using 
the two principal subscores as well as the 
total or grosa score in this manner. 

The test forms should be found useful 
in handling those problems in which it is 
advisable to distinguish a student's 
mental abilities from his high-school 
prepbration and his industry. Faculty 
action in the case of a student who is 
railing can be intelligently guided if one 
has sone means of knowing to what extent 
the student hs applied hLiiself to his 
college .iork, to wh t extent his hih- 
school training meets the requirements of 
his college course, and what his mental 
ebilities are. Very different raculty 
action can be taken, depending on which 
of these three factors may be held 
primarily responsible for a student's 
failure. It is to be hoped that these 
psychological test forms may lead to the 
early discovery of bright students. In 
those colleges where sectioning of classes 
in accordance with ability or preparation 
is customary, these test forms mey serve 
as part of the evidence upon which the 
sectioning is based. 

Perhaps a word should be said about 
different interpretations of test scores. 
Those who have used psychological tests 
and who have become convinced of their 
merits sometimes overestimate the 
significance of the test scores. 1i1e 
the scores do show roughly the xrental 
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alertness of' the student, they should not 
be thought o11 as meusurin mentality with 
high accurucy. The soores ure roughly 
indiodtive of the level of ientel alert- 
ness of the student, but they should not 
be taken so seriously as to exclude other 
evidences of intelligence arid tient in 
individual ceses. Ori the other hand, 
lt is undeniably true that the psychologi- 
cal test scores tell us much more about 
the tuental alertness of students than could 
be ascertained in a personal interview. 
In those situations where the scholarship 
standards of the high schools vdry consider- 
ably, one is safer in judging the abilities 
of freshmen by psychological tests than by 
high-school records. Generally, the best 
usefulness of the tests is in combination 
with other evidences of ability such as 
grades in high school and in content 
examinations that are given uniformly to ali students. 

The Pre-Engineering Inventory 

The Pre-Erigineering Inventory was a joint project 

of The Engineers' Council for Professional Develop- 

merit, The Society for the Promotion of Engineering 

Education (now the American Society for Eriginecring 

Education) , aILd the Carnegie Foundation for the 
dvarAcernent of Teaching. It is now (since 

reorganizational changes) bdministared by The Yessure- 

ment and Guidance Project in Engineering Education 

of the Educational Testing ervlce. It is, as 

previously stated, a test which purports to neasure 

the informational aspect of the student ho plans 

to pursue the study of Engineering. 



uoting from Memorandum ío. .1, to Deans and 

Examiners, Dte-Tuiy 15, 1946, issued by the easure- 

ment and Guidance Project in Enineerin Eduction 
p. 1): 

Prter three years of experimentation 
with and refinement of the Pre-Engineering 
Inventory, the validity of this series of 
tests hs been demonstrated safficiert1y 
to insure its gret value in rogrins of 
freshman e1eot1on and guidance in all 
types of eninoering co11ees. During 
this initial period, the Inventory was 
adminiatered to more than i6,OOO students 
and extensive researches bave been conducted 
in thirty-five coi1ees of engineering which 
were creful1y selected to provide a 
reìireienttive cros-aection of all 
accredited colleges of engineering. The 
results in these institutions have 
demonstrated clearly that the Inventory 
should be made available to all coile,es 
or engineering for use In their uidanee 
prorans. 

s s s s s s s e. s s a s . s s s s s s s 

The services of the eaureirtent and 
Guidance Project in Engineering Lducation 
re now available to all colleges of 
engineering accredited by the Engineers' 
CouncIl for Professional Development5 

Excerpts from Memorandum No. 2, to Deans and 

Examiners, dated November 15, 1946, (9, p. 12) 

follow: 

Method of ScorIrg the Test 

In the Project Office, all of the 
tests in the Pre-Engineering Inventory 
are scored by I.B.M. electric test scoring 
machines. Each paper is scored twice 
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und, when iny discrepancy between the 
rlr$t and second scoring urises, the 
test peiper is hiid scored to detciine 
the correct score to be assigned. 

In the scoring process, ali tests 
in the Pre-Eiiineering Inventory re 
corrected for guessing, i. e., certain 
fraction of the wrong answers is subtracted 
from the number of ri1ìt answers. In the 
cese of five-response itern this sub- 
traction Î one-fourth (1/4)' of the wrang 
answers end, in the cuse of four-response 
items the subtraction is ono-third (1/3) 
or the rori unswers. ithough there 
setrus to he little or no indiscriminate 
uesin on the part of pre-engineering 

stuuwits, there is good reason to em1oy 
the correction 1or guessing techrilaue in 
the scoring of the Pre-1iagineering In- 
ventory tstb. The few individuals who 
do us wilãly are thus iuentified and 
em.1ied. 

core Provided 

The Yre-Enb -ineering Inventory Revised 
Paria A derives eight () scores: one (1) 
score for each of the seven ('7) tests, 
&nd a Conuìosite Ecore. All of these scores 
are raw scores, i.e., each score is the 
number of questions ansered correctly 
rainus the correction for wrong answers. 
The Composite Score is the sum of the raw 
scores for. Tests II, III, Iv.1 

Lfter considerable preliminary reeeroh, 
it was discovered that the combined scores 
of three tests - - Test II - Technical Verbal 
Ability, Test III - Comprehension of 

3. Compare with "The Composite Score" on page 
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Scientific Mteri1s, erd Test IV - General Mtheticl Abiliti - - resiited in a 
prediction lrnost a effective s that 
obtained froni the multiple regression 
equation. With this finding in hand, these 
three tests were constructed each. with 
apjroxirately the seie number of itens 
but with different time limits so that 
the obtained means and standrd deviations 
of raw scores were almost exactly the sanie 
for each test when administered to a large 
representative group of freshman ergieering 
stu(ents. 

. s . s a . . . . . . q i . . . . 

On the I.i3.k. Individual Eeport Cards, 
the only scores reported by the rroject 
Office are the raw scores lcr eoh test 
and the Cozaposite Score. Space is provided 
on the crd for the Examiner or the Dean's 
Ciiee to record t1ie particular natioxial 
percentiles and local percentiles vbich 
are most meaningful to the institution's 
purposes; e.g., College Â nay ish to use 
the public college national rierais, while 
College B prefers to use the national 
norms for private colleges. Still other 
colleges may prefer the combined norms for 
public ar.d private colleges. Sirce these 
needs cannot be anticipated by the Project 
Office, oniy the raw scores are reported. 

In order to obtain percentile ranks, ra scores 

are first converted into caleÖ scores by a conversion 

table, and scaled scores are then converted into 

percentile ranks by the use of crie of the following 

percentile tables (1) All Freshnîen Engineering 

Students, (s) Students . nrolled in Public Colleges, 

No College Study, (3) Students Enrolled in Private 

Colleges, No College Study, (4) All 1Treshmen 
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Enineeriri Students, To Co11ce study, (b) All Fresh- 

men Engineering Students, Previous Coi1ee Study, 

(fr3) Utudents Enrolled In Public C11ees, Non- 

veterans, (7) Students Enr3lied in Publio Colleges, 

Veterris, () Stuctents Enrolled in Private CiIege, 

Non-vterus, or (9) Students Enrolid in 2rivte 

Collegc, Vcterns. 

Noxs Bulletin No. 2, Mty 1947, for u30 with the 

P. E. I., 1946 Edition (8, p. 2) dìcisses the 

3c1ed Score System and Percentile Ttles as follows: 

Tne scaled Score Syctem 

The sytezn of scaled scor adopted 
tor use with the Pre-Engineering Inventory 
provides convenient basis for inter- 
pretLtion of test perfornnoe. lia this 
system, the scores re strictly oomrble 
rroui test to tCat, i.e., a score of 60 on 
tbe Generel Verbcl biiity Test, ich 
oontdns 100 items, represents the s&e 
relative sttus with respect to the 
stndr(ization group as score of 60 on 
the Spti1 Visueliz8tion Test, which in- 
c1ues 56 itens. Írithmetic in circter, 
o1d b COflS rfl be added or iultiplicd. 

This prctice is not strictly valid in tbe 
ctse of percentile ranks or rEiw scores. 
Perhaps of even greter significance is the 
fact tbt the cs1ed score system provi3es 
units v,hicb re in theraselves coraperabie 
and re not influenced by irreguisrities in 
the distribution of raw scores as re 
percentile r;nks. In this seied score 
system, tbe average score ùI the standtrdiza- 
tion group is et equel to 50 and the stendard 
deviation of scores is set eucl to 15. 
:ocres sre provide t ech one-tiftcenth 
(1/15th) of a stundurd deviation, e.g., 
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50, 51, etc. Thu5 a score of 65 or 35 represents 
one stridrd deviation from the verige0 
Scores of 20 and 80 represent two standard 
deviations below and bove the average 
respectively. 

The Standardization Sample 

The standurdiztion group on which the 
sealed score syatem is based included 7,187 
freshman engineering students. All iembers 
of this group were accepted by oo1lees ol' 

engineering cooperating in the Project and 
no student had been previously enrolled in 
college. Of this group 5,144 students here 
accepted by public col1ees and 2,043 were 
enrolled in privte oollees. .ithin the public 
college group, 1,382 students were non-veterans 
and 5,729 vere veterans. In the private 
colle6es, 858 students .ere non-veterans and 
1,376 were veterans. 

The standardization group is a highly 
representative sample of engineering freshmen 
with no previous college training who were 
accepted by co1lees of engineering in 1946. 

The Composite score 

The Composite Score now provided in the 
scaled score system Is strictly comparable 
with the Composite Score as calculated pre- 
viously. The conversion tables provided In 
Norms Bulletin No. present the 8caled score 
equivalents of each raw score. The Composite 
Score, which was formerly the sum of the 
scores obtained on Tests II, III, and IV, Is 
still obtained by this procedure, but the 
resultant raw score is scaled und presented as 
a standard score. Consequently, the Composite 
Score is no longer expressed as a sum 01' the 
scores on Tets II, III, and IV, although it is 



derived by their addition.2 

Interpretation 

In interpreting the scaled score ;ystem 
used with the Pre-Engineering Inventory, lt 
may be helpful to bear in mind the general 
distribution of scores for students with 
no previous college training. In general, 
such students received scores distributed as 
f ollovs: 

Above 80 2 per cent 
70 and above 10 per cent 

Above 60 25 per cent 
50 -- Average Score -- 

Below 40 25 per cent 
0 and below 10 per cent 

Below 20 2 per cent 

The Percentile Tables 

Despite their values, scaled scores are 
not without limitations. The greatest 
difficulty in interpretation is usually 
encountered in translating scaled scores 
into percentile ranks. The tables provided 
in the following pages oÍ this report present 
the per cent of students receiving scores 
lower than the designated scaled scores. 
For example, In the case of the entire group 
of freshman engineering students (N 9,994), 
44 per cent of the total number of students 
in this group received a score on Test I of 
less than 50--the average score of all 

2 The scores now given on the I.B.]. cards 
are scaled scores; Norms Bulletin No. 2 
superseded ernorandum No. 2. What Is 
designated as the Composite P. E. I. Score In 
this report is the one defined above, i.e. It 
is the scaled score equivalent of the sani of 
the raw scores on Tests II, III, and IV. 
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students ho had had no previous college 
training.' 

Vughn (18, p. 114-120), Director, The 1easurernent 

and Guidance Project in Engineering Education, proposed 

that a Pre-Engineering Test, to be given at the end of 

the sophoniore year high school, he developed. In an 

article vritten for the 3ournal of Engineering Educa- 

tion he says: 

From the point of view of the engineering 
curriculurri, the sophomore year in high school 
is an appropriate point to begin exploring 
the potentialities of individuals with 
respect to the poasible study of engineering. 

. . o . s . s s I I s s s s s a s s 

While the elective system within the 
last two years of high school is relatively 
restricted as compared with college curricula, 
there is in most cases an opportunity for the 
stuUert to elect further courses in science 
and mathematics during the last two years 
of high school. 

s s s . s s s I s S I 5 5 5 5 5 5 s s s s s 

The purpose of the proposed engineering 
aptituce test is to provide measures which 
are predictive of the student's success in 
advanced mathematics and science courses in 
the last tvo years of high school study. 
It is assumed, and there is much evidence 
to support thïs assumption, that abilities 

3 Appendix I, page 83. 
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developed in these subjects are most pre- dictive of initial success in the first 
stages ot the engineering curriculum. This 
fact has been borne out repeatedly in re- 
searches of the effectiveness of the Pre- 
Engineering Inventory. 

Secondly, the performance on the 
engineering aptitude test must be related 
to success on tne Pre-Engineering Inventory. 
3peoifically, the purpose of the erigincering 
aptitude test is two-fuld in ohracter: 
(1) performance on the test must predict, 
with good precision, the student's later 
success in scientific subjects in the high 
school; and () irdividual performance on 
the test must also be highly related to a 
performance on certain sections of the 
Pre-Ergineering Inventory. 

. . . s . . . s s o i s . s s s i 

It is certain that the engineering 
aptitude test must include a section dealing 
with mathematics, Our first problem is to 
measure as dependably as possible the 
student's general sbiiity In this area. 

s . . i s s i i i i i s . . s s s i . . s 

The three abilities which will definitely 
be sampled by the test are: (1) ability to 
comprehend and interpret scientific materials, 
including scientific vocabulary; (2) general 
mathematical ability; and (3) ability to 
comprehend mechanical Principles. The 
optional teat is spatial visualizing ability. 
In the Pre-Engineering Inventory, the tests 
which measure the ability to comprehend the 
meaning of important words in the vocabulary 
of high school science and mathematicß end 
the ability to comprehend and interpret 
reading materials in scientific fields have 
consistently proved that their results pro- 
vide a good prediction of a student's success 
in engineering subjects. 

i s s i I i i i i s i i s s i i s s i s s s s 
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The test or general matheintic1 tbi1ity 
will inesure the student'$ ability to solve 
problems ringing in difiicu1ty rrom rithmetio 
through plane eonîetry, to interpret graphs 
and tables, and to apply nathematiea1 thinking 
to the solution of new problem types which 
the student has not previously encountered 
in his formol study, but for which he pre- 
sumably will have developed the ability to 
proceed in an orderly manner. This tc;;t 
will measure both achievement and aptitude, 
and may propei:ly be called a general ability 
test. 

. . . . s s . s s I s . s s I s s s s s I 5 

The decisions concerning the content and 
emphasis of the enireering aptitude test ere 
based lalgel3r on experimentation ith 
engineering freshmen. These experinents were 
conducted in connection ith the development 
and validation of the Pre-Engineering Inventory. 
It will be of' Interest to present here data 
concerning the predictive value of the seven 
tests included in the Pre-Enineering Inventory. 

Lacking uniform criteria among the 
colleges o1 engineering participating in the 
Engineering Pruject, our initial researches 
on the predictive value of the Px'e-Engineering 
Inventory must necessarily he based upon the 
reltionsiiip of test scores to grade-point 
averages as reported by the college of 
engineerii. As is generally reo ognized., 
this procedure is not entirely adequate. 

s I 5 5 I I S 5 e s s s I I S S S I 

When these factors are taken into account, 
a battery of tests v;hìch produces such e 
correlation of .50 to .60 is considered 
adequate for purposes of guidance and, In 
many cases, selection. Indeed., most colleges 
and universities utilize test batteries whose 
validity coefficients (as based on the grade- 
point criterion) are very much less than .50. 
Jhen test batteries whose composite scores 
correlate with grade-point average during the 
first semester or first year of study of the 
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order of .60 or higher, the battery is 
usually olased as a superior instrument. 
Individual tests which correidte with this 
criterion or course grades in excess of 
.50 can be considered as most useful for 
purposes of predicting success in the 
subject or area. 

The ooilees of en4neering in the fol1oing ten 

schools (18, p. 119) 've the Pre-Engineering Inventory: 

The California Institute of Technolo;y 

The Univarsity of California at Los An,e1e8 

The Carnegie Institute of Technology 

Georgia Institute of Technology 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

The University of Michigan 

Newark Col1ee of Engineering 

North Carolina State College of Agriculture and 
Engineering 

Oklahoma I\gricultural and Mechanical Coile;e 

The University of Texas 

All seven testa were given in all schools except one 

where Test VII was omitted. The following results were 

obtained: 
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Correlation Coef1icients between Test Soores 
and. First eLìestor Grade-point Aeraes 

Range Median 

Test I General Verbal Ability .l6-.50 .38 
Test 
Test 

II 
III 

Teehnicl Verbal Ability 
Coiprehc.nsion of 3cientiric 

.25-.bb 

.4l-.65 
.47 
.55 

iíterials 
Test IV General Mathematical .51-.71 .62 

Ability 
Test V Coniprehension of Mechanical .O-.55 ,39 

ÏrincipÏes 
Test VI Spatial Visualizing Ability .E2-.42 .35 Test VII Understanding of Modern .25-.53 .41 

i oc i ety 
Compobite Score .44-.68 .62 

The author has called sorne of the preliminary results 

of his survey to the attention of the Eãucational Testing 

Service. The £olloing quote is from a return letter 

dated May 6, 1949: 

Although we have obtined correlations 
between Pre-Engineering Inventory scores 
afld grade average for quite a nuraber of 
c1.iools, we have not gotten correlations 
ith individual course brades except in two 
schools. Ïn one school the correlation of 
matheiiatics score with first-term grades in 
analytic geometry and calculus were 
respectively 0.42 and 0.39 for about 300 
students. In the other school the correla- 
tion with first-term grades in ouleulus was 
0.5i for about 400 students. 



re will appreciate very much a copy of 
your survey as soon as it is completed, and 
would like to refer to it when we publish 
data on the correlations of Pre-Fnineering 
Inventory scores with individual course 
grades. We will certainly inform you when 
this is done. 

Thank you again for the information you 
have. given us, and let us know of the further 
results that you find. 

Very sincerely, 

Frederic M. Lord 
Test Program Statistics 
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CHAPTIR III 

TILE STIJDY 

The primary purpo3e of the Etudy was the determina- 

tion of certain relationships between two tests and 

grades in either College Algebra or Remedial Algebra 

at the Sault Ste. Marie Residence Center. This relation- 

ship was measured through corre1tions using the 

product-moient method in the calculation oI the 

coefficients. 

1 secondary project was to determine the gain in 

student mathematical background after two terms of work 

at the Center. This was measured by re-giving Test IV - 

Generol Mathematical Ability - of the Pre-Engineering 

Inventory. 

Tests Used in the Study 

One of the tests used In this study was the 

American Council on Education Psychological Examination 

for College Freshmen, 1946 form. This teet attempts 

to estimate a student's scholastic aptitude or general 

intelligence, taking into consideration the require- 

merits of moat college curricula. It is composed of 

six sub-tests, namely (1) Arithmetic, (2) Completion, 
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(3) Figure Analogies, (4) Same-Opposite, (5) Number 

Series, and (6) Verbal Analogies. These six sub-tests 
are ividcd into two groups: 

I. Quantitative Tests: (the Q-score) 
Arithmetical Peasoning 
Number Series 
Figure Analoies 

ii. Ling.iistic Tests: (the L-score) 
Same-Opposite 
Completion 
Verbal Analogies 

It is reoomrxiended bi the American Council on Engineering 

that only the two principal sub-scores as well as the 

total score be used ror any counseling. The test scores 

used in this study were the Q-score and the total or 

T-eore. These scores were taken from a list given to 

the writer by Prof. Youngs of the Counseling Service at 

the Residence Center. 

The other teat WaS the Pre-Engineering Inventory, 

Revised Form A, l46, of the Educational Testing Service. 
This test attemjts to evaluate the student's background 

relative to his pursuing the study of engineering. It 
is composed of seven sub-tests, namely (1) General 

Verbal Ability, (2) Technical Verbal Ability, 

(3) Ability to Comprehend Scientific Materials, 

(4) General athematical Ability, (5) Ability to 

Comprehend eehanical Principles, (6) Spatial 

Visualizing Ability, and (7) Understanding of Modern 
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ooiety. The tct scores used In this study were the 
Sc1ed Score for Test IV - General Mathenìat1c1 Ability - 

and the total or Composite Scaled Score. These scores 
were obtained through the cooperation oÍ' Prof. Youngs 

of the Counse1in $ervice who recd them from his file 
ot I. 13. M. arcis. 

It should be pointed out ag1n that, although 

neither of these tests claims to predict success in 
College Algebra, they ' y ere used for thet purpose in this 

study. 

In Table I, pa;e 8, it is noticeable that the 

average erican Council on Education Test performance 

was lower in 1946-4? than in either of the other two 

years. 

Table II, page 39, shows that the average Pre- 

Engineering Inventory Test scores were also lower in 

1946-47 than in the other two years. 

A possible explanation of lower teat performance 

during the first year was the f ct that testing condi- 

tions were not all they should have been. The confusion 

of building alterations was tiii in progress, thereby 

tending to lower test performance. 

All four test measures showed a greater coefficient 

of variation for the initial year (1946-4?). The 



Table I 

A. C. E. Test, College Algebra Group 

ens, Standard Deviations and Coefficients 
of Variation for Test acores 

YeLr l94-47 1947-4e 194C-49 3 years 

S. D. 
q 

Vq 

T 

S. 

Vt 

N 

44.8 49.2 49.6 47.2 

9.9 .O 9.6 

21 20 18 20 

112.5 113.9 117.8 114.4 

20.2 23.1 18.8 20.3 

18 20 16 18 

221 96 131 448 

- A. C. E. (Q-score) 

T - . C. E. (T-score) 

1946-47 data tends to control the entire tbree year 

study peiiod data because lt accounts for 221 cases 

out of the 448 in the College A1ebra study. This 

decrease does not reflect a dimin5sluing enrollment 

at the Sault Ste. Mbrie Residence Center. In the 

initial year tue stut-lent body of the Residence Center 



Tb1e II 

P. E. I. Test, Co11ee A1ebr Grou.p 

t&ndard Deviations oriä Ooefficients 
ot Variation tor Teat 3cores 

Yeur i)46-47 1947-48 1948-49 3 years 

Y 

S. D.1 

vi 

z 

i). j.,. 
z 

V 
z 

N 

34.0 Z32.5 48.0 42.1 

12.8 b.J. 10.5 13.7 

38 22 33 

40.1 0.6 49.8 45. 

1.9 10.2 9. Lz.4 

32 20 18 2? 

221 96 131 448 

Y - P. E. I. Sealed Ecore on Test IV - General iathema- 
ticaJ.. Ibiiity 

Z - P. E. I. Comosite So1ed Score 

was composed entirely of freshmen. In tact a second 

freshmen rcup wis started early in Jnuary 194?. 

This group finished late in the sumner, just in tine 

to start their soph3rnore year in the fall. Since the 

fall of 1947 the Residence Center has offered two 

years of york. 
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Table III 

A. C. E. Test, Renediul A1ebra Group 

!eans, Standard Deviations and Coefllcients 
of Variution for Test Scores 

Yeur 1945-47 1047-48 1948-49 2 years 

43.? 44.2 43.9 

E. Dq 8.b 'i'.ß 8.4 

V 20 18 19 

103.2 108.7 105.6 

S. D.t ¿30.8 20.5 20.6 

V 20 19 20 
t 

0 36 27 63 

Q - A. C. E. (q-score) 

T - A. C. E. (T-score) 

in Tabis III nt IV it is shown that the two 

yearly croups in the Remedial Algebra study ere e'4ual 

in test performance on both the Aicerican Council on 

Education Psychological Examination and the rre- 

Enineerin Inventory. The reader will also notice 
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Table IV 

P. E. I. Test, Remedial Algebra Group 

Means, Standard Deviations and Coefficients 
of Vuriation for Test Scores 

Year 1946-47 1947-48 1948-49 2 years 

38.3 33.9 36.4 

S. D.. 10.9 8.1 10.1 

V 28 24 28 

8.9 S9.1 

11.5 10.1 10.4 

Vz 50 28 2? 

N 0 38 2? 63 

Y - P. E. I. Scaled Score on Test IV - General Mathema- 
tical Ability 

z - p. E. I. Composite Scaled Score 

that the coefficients of variation for the two years 

are rouh1y equivalent. 
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Grades T'sed in the Study 

The grades used in the study were ail from College 

Algebra or Remedial Alebra courses taken at the Sault 

Ste. Marie Residence Center from the time it was 

founded in October 1948 to the end of the present 

amdeniic year, June 1949. They were obtained from the 

record book of the Mathematics Department at the 

Residence Center. 

Grades given to the Registrar by instructors are 

numeric5l. They are converted to letter grades by 

the Registrar, before distribution to the students, 

on the following conversion scale: A - 100-93, 

B - 92-86, C - 85-78, D - 77-70, and F - 70-0. In 

figuring Grude-point Averages In the Reistrar' 

offloe, students who drop a course after the time 

limit of foìr weeks from startIng are given a mamen- 

cal grade of 65. In such cases instructors report 
only ??F, dropped after end of fourth week of term." 

It is noticeable, especially In Table V, that the 

frequency distribution for grades had a multi-modal 

tendency. These "modes" occur at 93, 86, 78, '70, 

end 65. They are caused by the tendency of instructors 

to raise a student's nuxiienical grade slightly in order 

to put him in the next letter division. The 
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Table V 

Frequency Distribution of Urades in College Algebra 

Freq. Froc!. req. -. ÏFrèq. req. 

Grade 1946- 1947- 1948- years Grade 1946- 1947- l94- years 

- J947 1948 1949 

9? 4 4 57 5 5 

96 4 2 2 8 56 

95 4 2 6 55 4 1 5 

94 6 2 1 9 54 1 1 

93 14 2 7 23 53 1 1 
92 2 1 :3 52 

91 3 4 7 51 

90 6 5 4 15 50 6 1 310 
89 6 4 3 13 49 
88 3 3 7 13 48 3 3 

e7 5 5 3 13 47 
S6 11 4 5 20 46 2 2 

5 3 2 2 7 45 3 3 
84 6 2 5 13 44 
83 5 3 6. 14 43 
82 5 5 6 16 42 1 1 

81 11 4 6 21 41 3. 1 

80 16 2 7 25 40 

79 9 6 2 17 39 2 2 

78 16 6 9 31 38 

77 3. 1 2 37 1 1 

76 6 1 2 9 36 

75 3 3 7 13 35 

74 3 3. 3 7 34 

73 3. 3 4 8 33 
72 4 4 3 U 32 

71 3 2 4 9 31 
70 13 U 7 31 30 

69 1 1 29 

68 28 

67 4 4 27 1 3. 

66 2 2 26 

6 15 4 2 21 25 

64 1 1 24 2 2 

63 2 2 23 

62 1 1 1 3 22 

61 3 3 2.1 

60 2 1 3 20 

59 19 
1 1 18 1 
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Table VI 

Frequency Diatribtitlon of Grades 
in Ren:edia1 Algebra 

Treq. Freq. 2 Freq.Freq. 2 
Grde 1947- 1948- years Gde 1947- 1948-yrs 

1948 1949 1948 1949 

95 1 1 70 5 2 7 
94 1 1 2 69 
93 2 2 4 38 
92 1 1 6? 
93. 1 1 66 
90 1 1 65 3 1 4 
89 64 1 1 
88 63 
87 1 1 62 
66 3 1 4 61 
85 1 1 2 60 
84 3 1 4 
83 2 3 5 58 
82 3 2 5 57 
81 1 1 2 56 1 1 
80 2 1 3 55 1 1 
79 1 1 2 54 
78 1 1 53 1 1 
77 1 1 52 
76 1 1 51 1 1 
75 
74 1 1 2 49 1 1 
73 1 1 48 
72 47 
71 1 1 46 1 1 

ccuniu1t1on of 65's ±s caused by (a) the fsct that 
those numerical grades between 66 and 69 inclusive 

that the instructors did not see fit to make into a 

70, were novad back to a 65, (b) the fact that there 
is robub1y a tendency by the instructors to increase 
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Table VII 

Ieans, Standard Deviations arid Coefficients 
of Variation for Grades 

Year 1946-47 1947-48 1948-49 Combined 

75.4 79.4 79.? 77.5 

S. D. lb.0 9.8 10.4 13.2 X 

V 21 12 13 17 

N 221 96 131 448 X 

7'?.? 77.8 77.7 

S. D. 11.6 11.8 11.9 a 

V8 15 15 15 

Na 0 36 2? 63 

X - Grade in College Algebra 

A - Grade in Remedial Algebra 

scores below 65 up to that value, 

85 is the Registrar's F. 

This "saw tooth" tendency in 

should be hept in mind in viewing 

In the study. 

The iedian grdes in College 

and (o) the fact that 

the grade distribution 

the results obtained 

Algebra were 79 In 
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1946-47, 80 In 1947-48, 81 in 1948-49, and 80 for the 

three year period. 

The medIan rade in Reniodi1 Alaebra were 82 in 

1947-48, 81 in 1948-49, and 81 for the two year period. 

It is noticeable timt the greater vcriubI1ity of 

test scores for the initi1 year, s shown in Tables 

I and II, is reflected in a greater verhbility of 
¿rUes us shown in Table VII. This points out that 

in tlie instiuctors' opinions, at least, they vere a 

more variable group as well as a lower group 

academically in A1ebra. 

Subjects Employed in the Study 

This study involved 511 au1t Ste. Marie Residence 

Center students who took either College A1ebra or 

Remedial Álgebra in one of the three academic years, 

1946-47, 1947-46, or 1948-49. These are divided into 
two groups, 448 in the College Algebra group and 83 

in the Remedial Ä1ebre group. The two groups were 

thus distinct and no Individual was included in both 
the Co1lee A1,:Aebra and Remedial Algebra groups. The 

reaaon for this wue thut since the Pre-Engineering 
Inventory claims to be an Inventory test, not an 

aptitude test, if the subjects who had prcvius1y 
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taken Remedial Álebre were included in the College 

Algebra group, not only would there occur the 

possibility but (we hope) the probbiiity tht the 

gredes received in College Algebra would be effected. 

The students were sectioned, es stated previously, on 

the basis of the entrence requirement of a unit and a half 

of high scheel algebra, 

The 113 studenbs who took a re-test, et tIte end of 

two terms of study, on Test IV - General Methemtica1 

Ability - In the Pre-Engineering Inventory were from the 

1948-49 academic year and included students from both 

groups mertioned above. 

Proc edure 

The main project seemed to be naturelly divisible 

into three parts. First there was the correlatIon 

problem between grades bnd the American Council on 

Education Psychological Examination. Second, there 

was the correlation problem betiieen grades and the 

Pre-Engineering Inventory. Third, there as the multiple 

corre1tion problem. with the American Council on Educa- 

tien Psychological Examination and the Pre-Enginering 

Inventory as the dependent variables. At the start of 

the investigation this thi'd problem was tentative 



upon the findings in the previous two. The coefficients 
of correiation wre determined by the product-moment 

method. The probable vriabiiLity of the obtained 

coefiicients ere computed in terme of the probeble error. 
The corre1tions er computed on yefr1y basis as well 

as on th totbl survey period with the Collee Algebra 

group, but this ws not the case with the Pemedil 

Algebra roup beouse of the questionable value of any 

results which might be obtained, due to the relitively 
small size of the groups. Regression lines for the 

College Algebra grades with each of the four test scores 

were found, nd their Standard Errors nf Ttimate corn- 

puted. The Regression Plane for the College Algebra 

grades with the two "mathematical" test scores was 

determined as well as the Standard Error of Fstimate for 
it. For the Remedial Algebra group regression lines were 

developed for only the two P. E. I. test measures, since 

the correlation coefficients were not significant for 
the two A. O. E. measures. 

In addition to this correlation work, tables were 

oonstucted shoing the increase in percentage of 

students passing either College Algebra or Pemedial 

Algebra, corresponding to an increase in the P. E. I. - 

Test IV - Scaled Score or the A. C. E. Q-score. 
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In the secondary project o' in1yzing the re-test 
results of the P. E. I. - Test IV, two types of roupins 

of students bere used. In one the students were grouped 

ccordin to the courses they hsd either successfully 

or unsuccessfully attempted. In the other the students 

were grcuped according to their reltive standing in the 

group on the test axd on the re-test. 

Results of the Study 

The correlations between College Alebra grsdes 

and A. C. E. scores given in Table VIII are very 

sirailr to those reported by Ccoprider at Oregon State 

College (3, p. 53) between A. C. E. scores and Mathema- 

tics Grade Point averages. lie reported correlations of 

.43 tor the A. C. E. (Q-score) arid .41 for the A. C. E. 

total score. 

The correlations bEtvJen Collee Algebm redes 

and P. E. I. scores, iveìi in Table IX, acree fir1y 
well with those reported by Vaughn (18, p. 119) in 

1947. His rep3rt, based on ten colleges, states that 

beteen P. E. I. Test IV and first semester grade 

point averages there was a nediun corre1tion of .62 

with a rande of correlations from .ol to .71, and that 

between P. E. I. Composite Score and first seruester 
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Tubic VIII 

Correlations beteen Co1lee Algebra Grades 
and A. C. E0 Scores 

Variables r . E. N Year 

.401 .04 221 1946-47 

XQ, .379 .03 96 1949-48 

XQ, .33? .05 131 1948-49 

XQ .396 .03 448 3 years 

XT .410 .04 221 1946-47 

XT .435 .06 96 1947-48 

XT .229 .06 131 1948-49 

XT .376 .03 448 3 

X - Grade in College Algebra 

- A. C. E. (Q-score) 

T - A. C. E Total Score 

rade point avers there was a median correlation of 

.62 with a rane of correltions from 44 to .68. 

It appears from Tb1e X that the A. C. E. test is 
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Table IX 

Corï'eltions bet'iecn College A1ebra Grades 
and P. E. I. scores 

Variables r P. E. N Year 

.479 .0 221 1946-47 

XY .74 .03 '6 1947-48 

.ô55 .03 131 1948-49 

JC .528 .02 448 3 years 

.489 .03 221 194ö-47 

XZ .61? .04 96 1947-48 

XZ .655 .03 131 194e-49 

XZ .5,0 .02 448 3 yers 

E - Grade in College Al;ebra 

Y - P. E. I. Scaled Score t.n Test IV 

Z - P. E. I. Conposite eied Score 

or little, i any, use in predicting attuinLaent in 

Reedia1 Algebra. It appears holsyever thbt the P. E. I. 

Test IV Sceled Score night be used. 
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Table X 

Correlations between Remedial Algebra Grades 
and Test Scores 

Two year Period 1947-48 and 1948-49 
N 63 

Variables r P. E. 

AY .511 .0'? 

AZ .305 .08 

AQ, .115 .08 

AT .136 .08 

A - Grade in Remedial Algebra 

Y - P. E. I. Scaled Score on Test IV 

Z - P. E. I. Composite Scaled Score 

Q, - A. C. E. (o-score) 

T - A. C. E. Total Score 
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Regression Lines and Plane for Cullege ilgebra 
based on 448 cases for a three year period are as 

follows: 

x = 0.51Y+ 56.03 

with Standard Error of Estimate of 11.2 

x = 0.59Z+ 50.83 

with Standard Error of Estimate of 11.0 

X : 0.54Q+ 52.01 

with Standard Error of Estimate of 12.1 

X = 0.24T+50.04 

'with Standard Error of Estimute of 12.2 

X O.43Y+O.16CL+Sl.ôG 

with Standsrd Error of Prediction of 11.1 
and with the multiple correlation coefficient 
of .544 

X - Grade in College Algebra 
Y - P. E. I. Scaled Score on Test IV 
Z - P. E. I. Composite Scaled Score 

Q - A. C. E. (Q-score) 

T - A. C. E. Total Score 
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Regression Lines for Remedial Algebra Grade based 

on 63 cases for a to year period are as follows: 

A 0.60Y+55.86 

with Standard Error of Estimute of 10.2 

A O.35Z+64.02 

with Standard Error of Estiniate of 11.3 

A - Grade in Remedial Algebra 

Y - P. E. I. 1caled Score on Test IV 

Z - P. E. I. Composite Soaled Score 

It appears thut the A. C. E. Is not of much use in 

predicting grades in Remedial Algebra, the correlation 

with the Q,-score being .115 and with the Total score 

.136. Therefore, no Regression Plane was determined. 

The multijle correlation coafficient for Remedial 

A1ebra on the P. E. I. Test IV Soled Score and 

A. C. E. (Q-score) is .528 which is only .017 higher 

than the simple correlation between Remedial Álgebra 

and P. E. I. Test IV Scaled Score. 

Table fl shows definitely that the chance of 

passing College Algebra Increases with the A. C. E. 

(Q-score). This percentage increases with the exception 

of one case in the O-9 interval. 



Table XI 

Relationship of Chance of Passing College lgebra 
to A. C. E. (q-score) 

A. C. E. Nunber of Cases $ Pass 
(Q-score) Pass Fail 

70-80 3 0 100 

60-69 39 2 95 

50-59 124 17 88 

40-49 149 30 83 

30-39 45 23 66 

20-29 6 6 50 

10-19 1 2 33 

0-9 1 0 

All groups 368 80 82 

While not as pronounced as in Table XI, it is 

evident in Table XII that there is a general tendency 

for chance of passing Remedial Algebra to increase with 

the A. C. E. (c-score). 

Table XIII illustrates effectively that increased 

chnce of passing Oollcr.e A1ebra goes with increased 

P. E. I. Test IV Scaled Score. However, one student 
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Table XII 

Relationship of Chance of Passing Remedial Algebra 
to A. C. E. (Q-score) 

A. C. E. Number of Cases % Pass 
(Q-score) Pass Full 

70-80 0 0 -- 

60-69 2 0 100 

50-59 10 1 91 

40-49 28 8 78 

30-39 7 1 88 

20-29 5 1 82 

10-19 0 0 -- 

0-9 0 0 -- 

All groups 52 11 83 

out of two passed in the 0-9 range. In cse the 

question comes up, the student passed in the O-9 

range on the A. C. E. (Q-acore) is not the same in- 

dividual ho passed In the 0-9 range on the P. E. I. 

Test IV Scaled Score. The student reported in Table 

had a Q-score o g, e P I. Test IV Scaled Score 

of 5? and received a low D in College Algebra. The 

passing student reported in Table XIII had a P. E. I. 
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Table XIII 

Relationship of Chance of Passing College Algebra 
to P. E. I. Test IV Scaled Score 

P. E. I. Test IV Number of Cases % Pass 
Scaled Score Puss Fail 

80-90 3 0 100 

70-79 6 0 100 

ôû-69 37 0 100 

50-59 89 6 94 

40-49 109 10 92 

30-39 78 22 78 

20-29 39 22 64 

10-19 6 19 24 

0-9 1 1 

All groups 368 80 82 

Test IV Scaled Score of 6, a Q-score of 36 and re- 

ceived a "modal" 70 in Co1lee A1ebra. The failing 

student reported in Tbie )II was low on both test 

measures, nikin P. E. I. and A. C. E. scores of 

9 and 14 respectIvely ¿ud receiving a correspondingly 

low numerical grade of 24 in College A1ebra. 



Table XIV 

Relationship of Chance of Passin8 Remedial Àlebra 
to P. E. I. Test IV Scaled Score 

P. E. I. Test IV Number of Cases % Pass 
Scaled Score Pass Fail 

80-90 0 0 -- 

'70-?9 O O -- 

60-69 1 0 100 

50-59 4 0 100 

40-49 16 1 94 

30-39 23 3 88 

20-29 6 7 46 

10-19 1 0 

0-9 1 0 

All groupa 52 11 83 

From Table XIV it can be seen that a iefinite 

"break" in chance of passing occurs at a P. E. I. 

Test IV Scaled Score of 30. 

In Table : the wide range of individual per- 

centiles within e&oh group points to the fact of much 

overlapping between the croups. 
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Table XV 

Re-test Results, Students Grouped 
According to Courses Taken 

Group No. Test Re-test Change Q 
Ceses P.Range edian P.Ran;e Median P. in P. 

I 87 97-6 42 100-24 80 38 51 

II 8 63-8 24 89-28 61 37 43 

III 8 3e-5 16 89-38 80 44 4? 

IV 15 63-1 10 86- 4 44 34 44 

All 118 97-1 32 100 4 71 39 50 
ruups 

P - national percentile on F. E. I. Teet IV 

Q - mean A. C. E. (Q-score) 

Groups 

I Students who have passed college algebra, ad- 

vanced algebra, and trigonometry. 

II Students who have passed college a1ebra and 

failed, either or both, advanced algebra and 

trigonometry. 

III Students who have failed college alebra and took 

it again whether passing or foiling in the second 

a t tempt. 
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IV Students who passed rernedi&1 algebra end then either 

passed or failed co1lee algebra. 

From Table XV (admittedly based on too few oases) 

it would appear tht it is better to fail a student In 

College Algebra and have him tdce it twice than to pass 

him and bave him rail In the next course. Group III 

end up ror all practical purposes equal to Group II In 

Pre-Enginee.cin preprbtion as irieasured by the re-test 

and were eight percentile points lower than Group II 
on the originQi test measure. This greater increase in 

group percentile may to a eertin extent, however, be a 

reflection of the higher mean A. C. E. (Q-score) for 

the group, as seen in Table XV. 

It should be kept in rnin in viewing the best 

group, Group I, in regard to the gain in peroentile, 
that in this group are found those stm3ents whose gain 

is for practical purposes limited by the 100 percentile 

ceiling. Perhaps a better comparative index of 

achievement wou.Lcl be the ratio ot the change in group 

median percentile to the mathematically possible change 

in group redian percentile. Under this index of 

achievement, Group I would rank first with a .6'?, with 

the indices for Groups II, III, and IV being .49, 

.52, and .38 respectively. 
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Table XVI 

Re-test Results, students Grouped According to 
Relative Standing on a National Basis 

Group Number of Cases ean A. C. E. 
(Q-Score) 

plus plus 31 57 

plus zero 2 54 

plus minus 4 53 

minus plus 22 51 

minus zero 3 54 

minus minus 56 44 

All groups 118 50 

Explanation of Grouping Above 

The first sign Indicates whether the student's 

notional percentile on the P.E.I. Test IV is above 

(plus), e4ual to (zero) or below (minus) the mean (or 

median) national percentile of the national group, 

which of course is 50. 

The second sign indicates whether the student's 

national percentile on the re-test of the P.E.I. Test 

IV is above, equal to, or below the median national 



percentile of the local group, which was 71. (See 

Table XV) 

Thble XVII 

Re-test Results, Students Grouped According to 
Relative St.anding on a Local Basis 

Group Number of Cases iean A. C. E. 
(Q-ac ore) 

plus plus 43 55 

plus zero 3 48 

plus minus 7 50 

zero plus 7 55 

zero zero 1 56 

zero minus 4 43 

minus plus 3 50 

IuiflLS zero i 69 

minus minus 49 44 

All groups 118 50 

rxpination or Grouping Above 

The first sign indicates whether the student's 

national percentile on the P. E. I. Test IV s above 

(plua),ecjual to (zero), or below (minus) the median 
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national percentile of the local group, for the 

original teat, which was 32. (Table XV). 

The second sign inictes whether the student's 

national percentile on the re-test of the P. E. I. 

Test IV is above, equal te, or below the median 

national percentile ol' the local group, which was 71. 

(e Tdòle XV). 

Nothing especially significant is apparent from 

a random glance at Tables XVI and XVII. The various 

groups in both tables apper to show but a slight 

variation in the mean Q-score. In an attempt to 

draw some conclusions from these dats, however, the 

writer combined these small groups into the larger 

groups, the Gainers, the Holders, and the Losers. 

In Table XVI, the Gainer Group composed of the 

minus puis and zero plus sub-groups ha a mean 

Q of 51, the Holder Group composed of the plus plus 

and minus minua sub-groups has a mean Q, of 49, and 

the Loser Group composed of the plus zero and plus 

minus sub-groups has a mean ( of 53. This Informa- 

tion toes not seem to lend any clarity to the 

picture. Interpretations made from the scores of the 

Holder Group are open to question since this group is 

composed of some individuals who could not be gainers 

and sonie individuai who could not be losers. 
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Table II presents a different break up of the 

subjects. Here s1andlng is based entirely upon loosi 

norms. If, as in the above paragraph, these minor 

groups be co!bined into the Gainers, Holders, and 

Losers, the mean Q for the Gainers, Holders, and Losers, 

respectively, would be 53, 49, and 48. 

In an eftort to measure the reliability of the 

P. E. I. Test IV 3caled Score the writer determined the 

correlation betwcen the test and re-test measures to 

be .730 'ith a probable error of .02. The means for 

the test and re-test were 43.9 and 63.9 respectively. 

The Standard Deviatans vere for all purposes equal, 

being 12.0 for the test and 12.1 for the re-test. The 

test showed a coerficie of variation of 2 compared 

to a coefficient of variation of 19 for the re-test. 

Jn Additional Phase of the Study 

In attempting to digest the data given in the 

previous pages, the writer was impressed with the 

difference between the d;ta given for the initial 

year and the two following years. Noticeable 

differences occur bet%een the P. E. I. scores and the 

grades. 

The mean P. E. I. Test IV Scaled Score for the 

first year as 34.0 coLapared. to a 52.5 and a 48.0 
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for the other two years. The Standard Deviation is 

1arer the first year than for either of the other 

two yers, being 12.8, 8.1, nd 10.5 respectively. 

(See Table II) . Table II shows that the Coefficient 

of Variation was noticeably higher for the 1946-47 

year than for either of the other two years. The 

values were 38, 15, and 22 respectively. For the 

i. E. I. Composite Score we find a significant 

difference, as well between the initial year and 

the two following years. The initial year also hes 

the greatest Standard Deviation of the three, and a 

Coefficient of Variation of 32 compared to 20 and 18 

for the other two years. 

For the grades it is also noticeable that the 

data for the year 1946-47 was different. The mean 

grade is not a great deal lower for the first year; 

however, this difference becomes more pronounced when 

we consider the fact that, of the eighty failures 

reported in Table XIII, fifty five were from the 

initial year. Considering the fact that the College 

Algebra group the first year was approximately equal 

to the group for the other two years combined, the 

percentage of failure the first year was 25%, compared 

to 9% and 12% for the two succeeding years. Could 



this high percentage of failure the first year be 

explained by the possibility that everyone was put 

in Collee Algebra regardless of the regular require- 

ment of a unit and a half of high school algebra? 

An inquiry by the writer to the Registrar's Office 

received a negative answer. 

The correlation between the P. E. I. Test IV 

Scaled Score and Grades was noticeably lower in 

l46-47, being .479, compared with .724 and .655 

for the two following years. This same difference 

is noticeable in the correlations beteen P. E. I. 

Composite Scores and Grades which were .489, .317, 

and .655 respectively. 

The correlations betwen the A. C. E. Measures 

and Grades for the first year were not out of line 

with the other yearly correlations, being the 

highest of all for the A. C. E. (Q-score). ee 

Table VIII. The A. C. E. correlations pere all lower 

than the P. E. I. correlations. The highest recorded 

A. C. E. correlation was .435 compared to the lowest 

P. E. I. correlation of .479. It appears that the 

College Algebra grades can be predicted from the 

P. E. I. scores alone almost as well as by a 

multiple correlation with the A. C. E. scores. 
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The multiple oorrelatioxi for College Algebra gres 

based on the P. E. I. Test IV Scaled Score and the 

A. C. E. (-score) was .544 compared to a simple 

correlation coefficient of .528 based on the P. E. I. 

Test IV Scaled Score only. 

The writer made the following conclusions at this 
time: 

(1) The P. E. I. measures bave a marked superiority 

over the A. C. E. measures in predicting success in 

College Algebra. 

(2) A simple P. E. I. correlation is for practical 

purposes as good as a multiple A. C. E. - P. E. 

correlation in predicting success in College Algebra. 

(3) The first year was not e normal year either for 
P. E. I. test results or giades. 

.Vith these considerations in mind, the writer 

determined to compile certain data for a two year 

College Algebra Group covering the latter two years. 

The correlation coefficient between College 

Algebra Grades 

Score was .667 

two year group 

correlation of 

the three year 

between Colleg 

and the P. E. I. Test IV Scaled 

with a probable error of .02 for the 

compared to a previously stated 

.528 with a probable error of .02 for 

group. The correlation coefficient 

e Algebra Grades and the P. E. I. 



Table XVIII 

Comparative Means, Standard Deviations and Coefficients 
cf Variations of Grades and P. E. I. Scores for the 
Three Year arid Two Year College Algebra Groups 

Three Year Group Two Yeai' Group 

7'75 79.6 

S. D. 13.2 9.9 
X 

vx 17 13 

42.1 49.9 

b. i). 13.7 9.8 
y 

vy 3 20 

45.2 50.1 

C' T A 
. J.). J. 1, . 

z 

27 2u 

X - Grade in College Algebra 

Y - P. E. I. Scaled score on Test IV 

2. - P. E. I. Composite Scaled Score 

Composite Scaled Score was .538 with a probable error 

of .03 for the two year group compared to a previously 

stated correlation. of .550 with a probable eri'or of 

.02 for the three year group. 



Testing the two year College Algebra Group correla- 

tions against the null hypothesis, we find that they 

are both very significant. For 225 degrees of freedom 

a correlation need be only l32 to be significant 
at the 5% level and .173 to be significant at the 

1% level. 
It can be stated here also that an observation 

of the correlations for the Renedial Algebra Group for 

the two year period (Table X) shows that the P. E. I. 

Test IV Scaled Score - Remedial Algebra Grade correla- 

tion is significant at the 1% level, whereas the 

P. E. I. Composite Sealed score - Remedial Algebra 

Grade correlation is significant at the 5% level but 

not at the 1% level. 

Regression Lines for College Algebra Grade based 

on 227 aases for the two year period are as follows: 

x : O.6'7Y+ 46.02 

with a Standard Error of Estimate of 7.4 

X O.64Z+47.34 

with a Standard Error of Estimate of 7.6 

X - Grade in Co11ee Algebra 

Y - P. E. I. Scaled Score on Test IV 

Z - P. E. I. Composite Scaled Score 
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Table XIX 

Relationship of Chance of Passing College Algebra to 
P. E. I. Test IV 5joaled Score for Two Year Group 

N 227 

P. E. I. Test IV Number of Cases % Pass 
Scaled :oore Pass Fail 

80-90 3 0 100 

70-79 6 0 100 

28 0 100 

50-59 71 6 92 

40-49 70 9 89 

s0-39 23 10 70 

20-29 1 0 

10-19 0 0 

0-9 0 0 

All croups 202 25 

It can also be observed that the skewness of the 

Co1lee Algebra grade distributions for the combined 

three year period was -.57, compared to a value of 

-.12 for the combined latter two year period. 
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Aecording to Richardson (11, p. 153-154): 

Thile it is 
such indexes, we 
stick numerical 
by (2Ç less than 
8mall, numerical 
O.! as moderate, 
greater than 0.5 

dangerous to set limits on 
may say, as a rough measuring 
values of skewness comuted 
0.25 may be considered 
values between 0.25 and 
and numerical values 
as large. 

Formula (2) above was: gj = 3(M - Md) 
S. D. 
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CHAPTER IV 

SIThMMff, CONCLUSIONS AND RECODATION5 

Suimnary 

In this study the grades received in College 

Alebra at the Sau.lt Ste. Marie Residence Center, 

Michigan Collee of Mining and Technology, were 

correlated with each of four test m.easures, namely the 

P. E. I. Test IV Scaled Score, the P. E. I. Composite 

Sealed Score, the A. C. E. (Q-score), and the A. C. E. 

Composite Score, on a yearly basis, and a three year 

basis. 

hen the writer had completed the three year phase 

of the study, he was impressed by the noticeable 

difference in the data for the 1946-4'? year and the two 

succeeding years. The author then decided to embark 

on an additional phase to the study. Hence, the 

correlations between the two P. E. I. Measures and the 

College Alebra Grades for the 1947-48 and 1948-49 

years were determined. 

The Remedial AL;ebra grades were correlated with 

each of the four test measures above on a two year basis 

only. Remedial Algebra was not offered the first year 

(1946-47), and the limited number of cases (63) 
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involved hardly justified the omputation of correlation 

coefficients on a yearly basis. 

The P. E. I. Test IV was re-given ut the end of 

the second term of the 1948-49 school year. The results 

were used in two ways, (1) the gains made by various 

sub-groups were compared, and (2) the re-test scares 

were correlated with the original test scores to 

estimate the reliability of the test itself by a self- 

correlation method. A correlation of .760 was obtained 

for 118 cases. 

Conclusions 

(a) The first year, 1946-47, was not a normal 

year, either for test results or grades. 

(b) In this study the Pre-Engineering Inventory 

measures had higher cors:elu tions than the American 
Council on Education Psychological Examination measures 

with both College Algebra and Remedial Algebra grades 

in every instance. 

(o) The two Pre-Engineering Inventory measures 

(Test IV Scaled Score and Composite Scaled Score) 

correlated about equally with College Algebra grades. 

If one is only interested In predicting College Algebra 

grades, it therefore hardly seems necessary to give more 
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Table XX 

Summary of Correlations between 
Test Scores and Gracies 

1946-47 1947-48 1948-49 3 year Lest 2 years 

N 221 96 131 448 227 

XY .479 .724 .655 .528 .667 

.489 .617 .o5b .550 .638 

XQ .4u1 .379 .337 .696 

XT .410 .435 .229 3?6 

X(YQ,) .544 

AY .511 

AZ .305 

AQ .115 

AT .136 

A(YQ) .528 

X - Grade in. College Algebra 

A - Grade in Remedial Algebra 

Y - P. E. I. Scaled Score on Test IV 

Z - P. E. I. Composite Scaled Score 

Q. - A. C. E. (Q-score) 

T - A. C. E. Composite Score 



than Test IV. In the case of Remedial Alebra grade 

prediction, the Test IV Scaled Score is noticeably 

superior to the Composite Scaled Score. 

(d) In this study it was found that a simple 

P. E. I. correlation was for practical purposes as good 

as a multiple P. E. I. - A. C. E. correlation in predict- 

ing grade in either College Algebra or Remedial Algebra. 

(e) In this study the A. C. E. measures showed no 

significant correlation with Remedial Algebra grades. 

(f) In this study the correlation of .780 found 

between the test and re-teat scaled scores on the Pre- 

Engineering Inventory Test IV indicates a fairly good 

reliability for this test. 

(g) It is difficult to tell whether it is better 

for a student to take College Algebra twice or Remedial 

Algebra, then College ALLebra, from the data presented 

in Table XV. Group III, the "College Algebra twice" 

group, increased their median percentile more than 

Group IV, the "Remedial Algebra - College Algebra" 

group, 44-34. Group III also had a noticeably higher 

index of achievement, defined here to mean the ratio 

of the change in group median percentile to the 

mathematically possible change in group median percentile, 

.52 compared to .38. However, to draw any conclusions 
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therefrom is dangerous for two reasons, (1) the limited 

number of oases considered, and (ei) the difference in 

background training itself between the two groups, 

Group III bavinß had one und a half units of high school 

Algebra whare Group IV did not. 

(h) The modal frequency just over a letter grade 

division is inherent in the nume:ical grading system 

used, and in this study was not due to abnormal 

conditions of the first year, since it still is 

noticeably apparent in a frequency table covaring the 

College Alebra grades for the last two year period. 

This "saw tooths' tendency does not appear to apply In 

regard to Remedial Alebra grades except at the 

pass - fail division. 

(1) According to titis study, in using the latter 

two years as the base period, about 44 of the variation 

in Collee Algebra grados can be explained by the 

relationship of College Algebra grades to the initial 

preredness oÍ the student s measured by the P. E. I. 

Test IV Scaled Score. Eimilarly, since the correlation 

between Collee Algebra grades and the A. C. E. (Q- 

score) for this saine to year period was .356, about 

13% of the variation In College Algebra grades can be 

explained by the relationship of College A1.ebra grades 
to scholastic aptitude es measured by the American 
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Council on Education Psychological Examination (q-score). 

The interpretation of the coefficient of correlation 

squared as giving the percentage of variance in grades 

accounted for by the relationship between grades and 

test scores should not be taken, however, to imply 

cause and effect. A high correlation proves a close 

linear mathematical relationship between the variables, 

but only suggests the probability of a causal relation- 

ship between the two variables, 

Recommendations 

The writer reeouinends that: 

(1) the Pre-Engineering Inventory Teat Ill continue 

to be given to incoming students at the Sault Ste. 

Marie Residence Center durIng orientation jeek, and 

that it be given early in the week. 

(2) should the Test IV scaled $core be below 30 

for a student with a unit and a half of high school 

algebra, he be informed of this fact by his advisor, 

and that he and his advisor consider the possibility 

of his taking Eeruedial Algebra. If this basis for 

sectioning had been carried out in the past, it would 

have moved eighty eight students from the College 

Algebra group into the Remedial Algebra group on the 

three year period and one student from the Ccllege 
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Algebra group Into the Remedial Algebra group during 

the last two years. The mean grade earned by the 

eighty eight students vas 61.5 end the single student 

received e College Algebra grace ol' 70. 

(3) should a student's Test IV Sealed Score be 

50 or above, he he ;ermitted to take College Algebra 

by a waiver of requirements. This, 1f carried out in 

the past, would have moved five students from the 

Remedial Algebra group into the College Algebra group. 

These five students earned a mean Remedial Algebra 

grade of 87.4. 
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APPENDD( I 

CONVERSION OF P. E. I. SCÂLiY) SCORES 
INTO PER C]NTILES 

fr orn 

Norms Bulletin No. 2 

The Me3suremnt and Guiarice iroject 
in Engineering Education 

3wunr and Fall, 1946 

Scaled Sccre 
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All Freshman Engineering Students 

Total Group 

N = 9994 

I Iv 
Scalc Scoe Gen. Verbal Jen. ith. CLmip osite Score 

90 9 99 

30 96 95 

'/0 86 87 

68 84 64 
66 80 CO 
64 7? 77 
62 71 73 

60 66 69 
58 63 64 
56 59 58 
54 53 53 
52 49 48 

50 44 42 42 

48 38 38 
46 32 33 
44 28 28 
42 24 24 
40 20 20 

38 16 1? 
36 13 14 
34 10 11 
'J s-J 

30 6 7 

20 1 1 

lo o o 


